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Descriptive Summary
Dates: 2003
Collection Number: OH--Shirek
Creator/Collector:
Extent: iii, 192 leaves : illustrations ; 28 cm.
Repository: Berkeley Historical Society
Berkeley, California 94704
Abstract: Mainly centers on Shirek's political career in Berkeley, Calif.
Language of Material: English
Access
The collection is open for research
Publication Rights
Copyright is held by the Berkeley Public Library.
Preferred Citation
The struggle continues : interview with Maudelle Shirek / an interview conducted by Jane Scantlebury of Berkeley, California in 2000-2001.. Berkeley Historical Society
Biography/Administrative History
Scope and Content of Collection
Early life and education, entering politics, school integration, Ron Dellums, Berkeley School Board and City Council, senior centers. Appendices include interview with Jacqueline Debose and Mike Berkowitz.